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Artists and curators often seek attention through impulses as subversive as they are 
creative. In a recent attempt to gather a range of curatorial concepts that court the limits 
of the imaginable, the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts called for a “Theoretical Show” 
of the “most audacious, outrageous, or impossible” ideas for an exhibition.  From 71 
proposals, the jurors chose 15 works to be realized in a late fall exhibition titled A 
Wicked Problem.  Those texts that escaped selection were papered on the gallery’s 
rear wall. (Disclosure, I was among the latter artists.)  I wondered––and still wonder–– 
about the gap between the practicable and the impossible.  Is it simply the ease with 
which some people dwell in protracted creative tension, while others wish to resolve it as 
soon as possible?  

Regardless, the Dada-esque results were unpredictable and often charming.   
Participants were commanded to use five random phrases (“Piranesian,” for one), 
explore Marcel Duchamp’s interest in the very small, or unpack his witticism, “Guest plus 
Host equals Ghost.” Several offered playful imagery, such as Oree Holban’s model 
rollercoaster racing at interstellar speed through a dream-like exhibition of his favorite 
artworks.  Not surprisingly, some artists “realized” their impossible passion through video 
or animation.  There were those who dreamed of enacting social ideals.  In Anuj 
Vaidya’s “ecological cinema,” producing a movie of the Ramayana is to be 
accomplished using only sustainable human-scaled energy sources like bicycle-power. 
Although absurdly anachronistic in an energy-rich society, resituated in India this 
concept might well be economical.  Misha Rabinovich and Caitlin Foley envision the 
world transformed by a single moment when everyone jumps at once.   Implementing 
their first step, a computer game in the gallery teaches viewers to time their leaps and 
control the moment of landing.  
 
For some authors, “impossibility” consists in ordinary impediments: lack of money, time, 
or space; access to the right art or artists; or institutional sponsorship. Others play in a 
contemplative realm, spinning out subversive or semi-serious fantasies of art-historical 
inquiry, philosophizing, or poetry, or chasing after a definition of the absurd. For 
example, Edith Doove, a curator-critic in Plymouth, England and admirer of Duchamp, 
rejoices in constructing an ideal exhibition focused on Duchamp’s fascination for the 
insubstantial and his proclivity for crossing boundaries in ideas, dress, and behavior.  
But lack of institutional support or access to the necessary works makes mounting it 
“impossible”--- for now.  In contrasting mood, Charis Kannellopoulou, a meticulous 
Athenian curator feeling starved for spontaneity, luxuriates in an “impossibly” prolonged 
wishful moment when she can fly down any path in any museum, encounter any form or 
object, and effortlessly bring them together---or not.    

Usually we expect exhibitions to occupy specific times and places, have a finite duration, 



and possess a clear community and context.   Artists push these boundaries by 
imagining more open museums permitting greater opportunities in the world for creative 
artists to show their art. Far and beyond the Minneapolis Institute of Art’s once-in-a-
decade Foot-in-the-Door show for statewide artists, Art Vidrine recommends displacing 
great art in all publicly-funded institutions for a month-long exhibition of works by all who 
wish to show in a public setting.  Anne Murray would radically infiltrate art, museums, 
historical sites, and even outer space, slapping scannable “QR” codes on all manner of 
objects, and letting artists covertly project their own coded images so as to be part of 
any collection.   

Blogger Alicia De Brincat lampoons museums’ pomposity by proposing they remove 
great works from their frames and disclose on the reverse the doodles left by those 
artists’ bored children. Marcy P. Freedman would frustrate and subvert the power of the 
curator.  “[D]enied the authority to select artworks for the show [, h]er role will be that of 
an exhibition designer -- and performance artist”---putting up an arbitrarily chosen 
exhibition in full public view.  

Some exhibitions must forgo implementation for lack of a critical element. Prohibited by 
limestone’s inherent instability from converting a Kentucky sinkhole into a natural 
amphitheater and perceptual zone, Beth Reitmeyer relies on collaged photographs, 
sculptural models, and samples of astro-turf and soft stuffed rocks to illustrate her 
premise. Michelle Bentsman’s parodic Hauntology, set in a cemetery in the year 2666, 
predicts a not-yet-developed “enthanatoscopic” technology permitting works to be 
crafted from “bits and pieces of re-animated flesh.”  
 
Some proposals attempt or challenge the infinite.  Québécois printmaker Jean Cencig  
would offer his audience endless grids and piles of numerically identified ink-
fingerprinted tissues born of a lifetime of wiping off etching plates.  These “ghost 
biometrics” of the artist’s identity also establish mathematical patterns and a recursive 
system to generate new prime numbers.  My own “Conditions of Curation” reframes a 
“Theoretical Show” by setting clear rules and initiating a poetic string of titles for 
potentially unlimited exhibitions. Harry Newman’s romantic exercise, “Corpse of 
Dreams,” breeds an ongoing “Exquisite Corpse” comprised of everyone[’s dreams] from 
a single night...written down and added to the dreams of the person closest to them.”  
Visitors sifting through the rooms of jottings fall asleep, dream, wake up, and write down 
their own dreams, ad infinitum.  Greta Byrum and Annabel Daou, finally, investigate the 
absurdity of repeating exhibitions of tired gestures.  Having attempted to restage a 
previously “spontaneous” New York exhibition in Los Angeles and found it “impossible” 
to recapture the initial novelty, they now seek to revive the mystery by presenting 
unspecified relics of the earlier exhibitions in a sealed package.   
 
Perhaps we are always compromising personal ideals to fit within the limits of our 
practical reality.  Even for an arts-writer, shaping one’s experience of art into a 
communicable vision is a “wicked problem.” But the possibilities are endless. 

 

 


